Districting and Representation Committee
Annual Report for 2004-2005

Ongoing

- Each month, the DRC districted an average of 153 new academic staff members and reviewed district assignments for an average of 90 academic staff members with changes in title or department. This amounted to a total of 2,908 district placements and reviews for the year giving a total of 7152 academic staff members at the end of the 2004-2005 fiscal year.

- Reviewed district profiles and district membership for logic and consistency, making corrections as needed. Responded to individual queries about districts and/or district placement.

- Reviewed districts and adjusted as needed to fit within required size limits (35 to 75 members per district).

- Provided Secretary’s office with monthly lists of new and changed academic staff.

- Updated Public District Profiles (PDP) and “short” district descriptions, and updated districting manual for new member orientation.

- Contacted representatives as needed regarding grandparenting.

Unique

- With Assembly approval, created two new districts to accommodate growth. District 424 (Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences) was split into 2 new districts (524 & 525).

- Reviewed and made minor modifications to the Unrepresented Districts memo that can be used to solicit representatives for new districts 524 & 525.

- Developed a DRC committee member roles & responsibilities table.

2004-2005 Committee Members

Brian Deith
Anne Gunther, Co-Chair
Charlene Krembs, Co-Chair

Erica Salkin
Mark Werner
Bambi Wilson